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Abstract
The results provide some evidence of vote fraud and that regulations that prevent fraud
can actually increase the voter participation rate. It is hard to see any evidence that voting
regulations differentially harm either minorities, the elderly, or the poor. While this study
examines a broad range of voting regulations, it is still too early to evaluate any possible
impact of mandatory photo IDs on U.S. elections. What can be said is that the non-photo
ID regulations that are already in place have not had the negative impacts that opponents
predicted. The evidence provided here also found that campaign finance regulations
generally reduced voter turnout.
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Introduction
The regulations to ensure the integrity of the voting process can reduce the voter
participation rate by making it more costly for people to vote. But to the extent that the
regulations provide increase people’s confidence that their votes will be properly
counted, these regulations can actually encourage more people to vote. The trade-offs are
everywhere. For example, absentee ballots make voting much more convenient,
increasing the rate at which people vote, but some view them as “notorious” sources of
voter fraud.2 There has been some bi-partisan support for stricter registration and ID
requirements (e.g., the Carter-Baker commission). Generally, Democrats are concerned
that stricter rules will discourage voters, while Republicans think that stricter rules are
needed to ensure confidence in the voting process.
Almost 100 countries require photo IDs to vote.3 Many directly tie voter
registration with provision of an ID and only allow an ID that is specifically issued for
voting. 4 Some also either do not allow or greatly restrict absentee ballots.5
For example, all voters in Mexico must present voter IDs, which include not only
a photo but also a thumbprint. The IDs themselves are essentially counterfeit-proof, with
special holographic images, imbedded security codes, and a magnetic strip with still more
security information. As an extra precaution, voters’ fingers are dipped in indelible ink to
prevent people from voting multiple times.
Mexican voters cannot register by mail — they have to personally go to their
registration office and fill out forms for their voter ID. When a voter card is ready three
months later, it is not mailed to the voter as it is in the U.S. Rather, the voter must make a
second trip to a registration office to pick it up. The 2006 election was the first since the
1991 reforms in which absentee ballots were available, but only for voters who requested
one at least six months before the election.6
In the U.S. during 2006, three states -- Georgia, Indiana and Missouri -- have
adopted regulations requiring that photo IDs be presented before people can vote. Other
states are considering following suit, generating heated debate as well as court cases.
Some claim that such a requirement would prevent “many people” from voting, 7 but the
evidence so far is scant. The primary evidence presented measures the portions of the
population who do not possess driver’s licenses (Overton, 2006 and Pawasarat, 2005).
National Commission on Electoral Reform (2001, p. 77) claims that about 92 percent of
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the voting age population have driver’s licenses and that other photo IDs -- such as
student IDs, military IDs, employee IDs, and passports – “probably” only increases this
percentage “slightly.” Yet, this provides only a very crude measure of whether photo ID
requirements will prevent people from voting. Some people without driver’s licenses
will not vote even when there are no photo ID requirements and others will go out to get
a photo ID in order to vote. Just because they don’t have a photo ID at some point in
time (when they may not have any reason to have such an ID), doesn’t imply that they
won’t get one when they have a good reason to do so.
A better measure of how difficult it is to meet the ID requirement is the percent of
registered voters who have driver’s licenses (Brace, 2005). But even this measure
ignores that people can adjust their behavior and that some of those who currently don’t
have a photo ID might acquire one once it is required. Others have pointed out that even
these estimates are unnecessarily alarmist because the lists of registered voters have not
been updated to remove people who have died or moved away, and the statistics thus
exaggerate the number of voters who are listed by motor vehicle bureaus as not currently
having driver’s licenses (Bensen, 2005).
There is also the question of the disparate impact on different groups. Would
minorities or the elderly, people who are said to be less able to bear the costs of getting
photo IDs be particularly discouraged? The courts, the media, as well as Democratic
governors’ veto messages have raised concerns over this impact.8 Again, the existing
evidence involves either comparing the percent of adults with photo IDs or the percent of
registered voters with driver’s licenses.
There is some evidence from other countries, such as Mexico, that strict anti-fraud
regulations have actually been associated with increases in voter turnout.9 Nevertheless,
it is difficult to measure the effect of mandatory photo IDs in the United States, and for a
simple reason: there has only been one primary election in just one state, Indiana, during
2006 using mandatory photo IDs. The Georgia and Missouri mandatory photo ID laws
have not yet gone into effect. Florida, Hawaii, Louisiana, Oklahoma, and South Carolina
all had non-mandatory photo ID laws by 2004, with South Dakota joining the group by
2006. In these states, people are asked for photo IDs, but if not available, a wide set of
options range from providing non-photo IDs to signing a pledge that the voter is who
they say that they are. It remains to be seen whether the mere threat of asking for a photo
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ID has any effect on voting behavior. So far no one has investigated the impact of these
or other laws on voting participation rates.
Similar concerns that have been raised about regulations requiring non-photo IDs.
For example, Tova Andrea Wang with The Century Foundation notes that “Furthermore,
for those who do not have the kinds of up-to-date non-photo ID necessary—and many
minority and urban voters, for example those who live in multiple family dwellings
simply will not—getting identification from the government will present costs and
burdens for voters who simply want to exercise their constitutional right to vote.”10
The general question remains to what extent other restrictions affect the voter
participation rate and whether the impacts are different across different groups of voters.
In the following sections, I will briefly discuss how to test how voting regulations affect
turnout and then provide some empirical evidence.
Voter IDs on Voter Participation Rates
Ensuring integrity of the voting process can either increase or decrease voter participation
rates. There is an increased cost to voting, decreasing participation, but the increased
integrity of the process can also increase the benefits to people voting. Eliminating fraud
can also work to reduce the voter participation rate simply because there will be fewer
“false” votes.
These three positions are as follows:
1) The Discouraging Voter Hypothesis: With little or no fraud to eliminate, the
regulations discourage legitimate voters from voting, this hypothesis predicts that
to the extent that regulations have any effect they will reduce the number of
people who vote. Critics of stricter regulations argue that minorities, the elderly,
and the poor are most affected.
2) The Eliminating Fraud Hypothesis: If there is indeed substantial fraud and that the
regulations eliminate it, the measured voter participation rate will decline. Votes
that shouldn’t have been recorded will now no longer be recorded and voter
participation will decline.
3) The Ensuring Integrity Hypothesis: Greater confidence that the election is fair and
that votes will be counted accurately encourages additional voter participation.11
(Similarly, if the regulations reduce confidence, depending on the extent of the
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drop in participation suggested by the two previous hypotheses, this hypothesis of
greater participation may be true even if overall voter participation declines.
Any or all of these effects may be occurring at the same time, and the difficult task is
how to disentangle the possible effects that voting regulations can have. Both the
Discouraging Voter and Eliminating Fraud hypotheses predict that to the extent that
voting regulations have any effect, they will reduce the voter participation rate. While
the Ensuring Integrity hypothesis may exist even if voter participation declines after the
regulations are enacted, it is the only hypothesis that can explain increased voter
participation.
Obviously, the simplest test is whether different voting regulations alter voter
participation rates. However, as just noted, this test can only disentangle the hypotheses
if voter participation increases.
There are two other possible ways of analyzing the data. The first is whether there are
systematic differences in who is affected by the voting regulations. Even if the total
voting participation rate does not show a statistically significant change, it is possible that
certain groups -- such as minorities, the elderly or the poor -- face declines in
participation rates and whether such declines occur systematically. In other words, do
African-Americans face reductions in voter participation or is it particular random
segments of African-Americans that appear to be more related to randomness than to any
type of systematic discrimination.
The second and more powerful test is to examine what happens to voter participation
rates in those geographic areas where voter fraud is claimed to be occurring. If the laws
have a much bigger impact in areas where fraud is said to be occurring, that would
provide evidence for the Eliminating Fraud and/or Ensuring Integrity hypotheses. The
point would be that the laws per se were not discouraging African-Americans or the
elderly or the poor from participating, but that the change in participation in high fraud
areas would indicate that any drop was primarily due to eliminating fraudulent votes
rather than the general impact of the voting rules on certain types of citizens.
Over the 1996 to 2006 period studied here, there are a range of different regulations that
can affect the cost of voting: photo IDs, non-photo IDs, same day registration,
registration by mail, pre-election day in poll voting, absentee ballot obtained without
requiring an excuse, whether there is a closed primary, provisional ballots, and voting by
mail.12 The existing ID requirements, while not as strict as the mandatory photo IDs
recently enacted by Georgia, Indiana and Missouri, may still make it more difficult for
some people to vote.
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Other reforms, such as same day voter registration, absentee ballots without an excuse,
and voting by mail, make it easier for people to vote and should increase voter
participation rates, but they may also make fraud easier. Same day voter registration
makes it more difficult to accurately determine whether people are who they claim to be.
Both Democrats and Republicans agree that the problems of vote fraud involve absentee
ballots and vote by mail are due to the difficulties in monitoring who ordered them and
filled them out.13 Election results have been overturned as a result of this type of fraud.14
The New York Times has editorialized that “If the Legislature really wanted to deter
fraud, it would have focused its efforts on absentee ballots, which are a notorious source
of election fraud . . . .”15
Likewise, provisional ballots also make voting easier: in theory, they allow voters, who
have been the victim of some type of bureaucratic error (where their registration
information has been misplaced) to be allowed to vote. Yet, there is the potential for
fraud, where provisional ballots are issued to people outside of where they are registered
and possibly voting in many different precincts. Some, such as John Fund (2004),
claims, “We might have a Florida-style dispute spilling into the courts in several states
where the presidential race is close, with one side calling for all provisional ballots to be
tabulated ('Count Every Vote') and the other demanding that the law be scrupulously
observed.”
Again, just as with IDs, all these other rules could either increase or decrease voter
participation. For example, lax absentee ballot rules can make it easier for some people
to vote, but they can also increase fraud and thus discourage others from participating.
Other factors that determine voter participation rates include the closeness of races, the
presence of initiatives and major races on the ballot, and income and demographic
characteristics (e.g., Cox and Munger, 1989; Matsusaka, 1992 and 1993; and Gerber and
Green, 2002).16 The closer the races and thus the greater the interest in races, the more
13
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likely people will be to participate. For the general election data, data has been collected
on the absolute percentage point differential between the top two finishers of that state’s
presidential race as well as for any gubernatorial or U.S. senatorial races. The Initiative
and Referendum Institute's Initiatives Database is used to identify the number and types
of initiatives that have appeared on general and primary election ballots from 1996
through 2004. Twenty-five different types of initiatives are identified ranging from those
on abortion to Veteran Affairs.17
The Evidence
The data here constitute county level data for general and primary elections. The general
election data goes from 1996 to 2004. For the primary election, the data go from 1996 to
July 2006 for the Republican and Democratic primaries. However, the data do not go
back to 1996 for all states since I relied for the primary data on data supplied by state
Secretary of States. Because of this limit on primary data, most of the estimates here will
focus on the general election data.
How did these laws impacted voter participation rates? As a first crude measure, I only
considered states that had changed their laws over time to compare how the participation
rates changed when the laws changed. Obviously this simple comparison ignores that
many other factors are changing, but it at least compares only the same states over time.
The simple mean voter participation rates, with and without photo IDs, indicate that
adopting photo IDs produced a drop in voter participation of 1.5 percentage points, a
statistically insignificant change. On the other hand, a similar breakdown for non-photo
IDs, absentee ballots with no excuses, provisional ballots, pre-election day in-poll voting,
same day registration, registration by mail, and voting by mail all show statistically
significant increases in voter participation rates. These other changes are much larger
and indicate an increase of at least 4 percentage points. For registration by mail, an
increase of 11.5 percentage points. (The raw means for all the data are shown in the
turnout data, similar concerns exist for gubernatorial and senate campaign expenditures. I hope that the
margin of victory that I am using for presidential, gubernatorial, and US Senate campaigns as well as
county fixed effects will pick up much of what these expenditures would measure. This is partly true if
only because the level of expenditures is related to the margin of victory.
17
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the state that generated the highest number of votes. In a handful of cases this turnout may be the result of
non-statewide races, such as those for the U.S. House or the State Legislature. There are several
projections and estimates for the Voting Age Population, some released before an election and some
released long after the election year. The Voting Age Population numbers used here are estimates based
upon methodology developed by Polidata reflecting annual state-level estimates of the population released
by the Bureau of the Census.
County level data on per capita income were obtained from the Regional Economic Information System
(REIS). Nominal values were converted to real values by using the consumer price index. State level
unemployment rates were obtained from the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Poverty rate data was obtained
from U.S. Department of Commerce.
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appendix.)
Table 2 provides the first regression estimates. They are constructed to account for all
the different types of voting regulations mentioned earlier; the closeness of presidential,
gubernatorial, and U.S. Senate races; geographic and demographic differences; the
number and types of voter initiatives; as well as national changes over time in voter
participation rates. Six specifications are reported: three each examining the voter
participation rate and the natural log of the voter participation rate. While all the
estimates account for geographic and year fixed effects, the estimates report different
combination of the other control variables. Specifications (1) and (4) examine only the
ID requirements as well as the margin of victory for the presidential, gubernatorial, and
U.S. Senate races. Specifications (2) and (5) include all the other variables except for
information on the topics of individual initiatives. Finally, because of Matsusaka’s
(1992) evidence -- that the impact of initiatives on voter turnout vary dramatically with
the issues that the initiative deals with -- specifications (3) and (6) include all dummy
variables indicating the type of initiative being voted on. The regressions were run using
ordinary least squares with clustering of counties by state and robust standard errors.
The results indicate only minimal support for the notion that IDs -- whether photo IDs
with substitution or non-photo IDs -- reduce voting participation rates. Indeed, most of
voting regulations, in the vast majority of estimates, seem to have no statistically
significant effects. In only one of the six specifications does requiring non-photo IDs
imply a statistically significant effect. In that one case, specification (4) with the most
minimal use of control variables, non-photo IDs are associated with a 3.9 percent
reduction in voting rates. Accounting for all the other factors in specification (6) drives
this estimate down to about 2.2 percent.
Of the other laws, only one, pre-election day voting, is consistently and significantly
related to voting rates is, and it implies about a 1.5 to 1.8 percentage point reduction in
voting participation from the law. This result is consistent with the Ensuring Integrity
Hypothesis. The Discouraging Voter or Eliminating Fraud Hypotheses would imply that
pre-election day voting should increase voting participation rates, either because the cost
of voting has been reduced or because there is more fraud. The Ensuring Integrity
Hypothesis can explain the drop in voting rates because increased fraud discourages
others voting. Only one of the laws implies a statistically significant impact and that is
only for one specification. In that one specification same day registration implies a 2.4
percentage point increase in voting rates, and that result is consistent with all three
hypotheses.
As to the other results, presidential election margins are most important of any of the
races in explaining voter turnouts and that holds for all races. Among the initiatives,
topics on abortion, animal rights, campaign finance, education, labor reform, and taxes
get voters the most excited. By contrast, initiatives on business regulations almost put
people to sleep, reducing voter participation by 12 percentage points. Hispanics vote at
about a half of a percentage point lower rate than whites.
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A few other specifications were also tried. For example, I included state specific time
trends and squared values for the winning margins in presidential, gubernatorial, and
senate races. 18 The results showed little change from those already presented.
In addition, I also tried using data that I had available up until 2002 on most campaign
finance regulations. Proponents of campaign finance regulations worry that the
perception of corruption created by campaign donation discourage people from voting.19
If so, campaign finance regulations should increase voter participation rates. Yet, the
results imply that the regulations reduce voter turnout and their inclusion does not change
the estimated effects of voting regulations on voter participation shown in specifications
(3) and (6) (see Table 3). 20 Limits on corporate donations to gubernatorial campaigns,
political action committees, or political parties as well as limits on total gubernatorial
campaign expenditures all reduce voter participation rates. Limits on these types of
campaign expenditures by individuals are very highly correlated with the limits on
corporations and unions and drop out of the specifications. Only limits on union
donations to political parties are associated with high voter participation rates. Given
previous work that campaign finance regulations lower the rate that incumbents are
defeated, increase their win margins, and decrease the number of candidates running for
office (Lott, 2006), it is not particularly surprising that these regulations also discourage
people from voting.21
Tables 4 and 5 attempt to see whether the different voter regulations have a differential
impact across African-Americans, Hispanics and whites. Table 4 shows the coefficient
estimates for percentage of the voting age population represented by each of the races
interacted with the various voting regulations. Table 5 examines whether the coefficients
for any particular regulation are statistically different between the different races. With
two exceptions, it is very difficult to see any differential impact across these racial
groups. Voting by mail increases African-Americans’ voting rates relative to whites and
lowers Hispanics’ voting rates relative to whites. Absentee ballots also increase the
voting rate of African-Americans relative to Hispanics. But none of the other voting
regulations impacts these different races differently.
Table 6 tries a similar breakdown by voter age and again it is difficult to see many
significant differences between different age groups. The F-tests shown in the last
18
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of civic responsibility generally. Enhancing democracy through the lessening of the impact of money in
politics was typically the goal of these organizations.”
20
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21
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impact of campaign finance laws on how competitive races are could either increase or decrease turnout.
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column compare age groups from 20 to 29, 30 to 39, 40 to 49, and 50 to 64 year olds with
the estimates for 65 to 99 year olds. In all these estimates only the differences between
50 to 64 year olds and 65 to 99 year olds are significantly different from each other and
that is true for non-photo IDs, absentee ballots without an excuse, provisional ballots, and
pre-election day in-poll voting or in-person absentee voting regulations. But all these
results are much more a result of 50 to 64 year olds being different from any of the other
age groups than it is that 65 to 99 year olds. There is no evidence that any of these rules
impact those over 65 years of age relative to voters from 20 to 50 years of age.
Figures 1 and 2 are a result of a regression that breaks down the estimates by both race,
age and gender. The regression that generated these figures corresponded to specification
(3) in Table 2 that interacts those factors with just photo ID requirements. Again it is
hard to see these regulations as differentially harming either the elderly, AfricanAmericans, Hispanics, or women. In Figure 1, the one standout estimate is AfricanAmerican females 50 to 64 years of age, a group that shows a big drop in their share of
the voting age population from photo IDs. But this contrasts sharply with AfricanAmerican females who are 40 to 49 and 65 to 99 years of age. It does not appear that
there is anything systematic about being either African-American, female or elderly that
causes one to be adversely impacted by photo IDs. The estimates in Figure 2 similarly
show a random pattern by race and age. Interestingly in this case it is white males
between 65 and 99 who appear to be most adversely affected by photo IDs.
To test whether poor people are impacted differently from others by these different
voting regulations, I tried interacting the voting regulations shown in specification (3)
from Table 2 first by county income and then separately by state level poverty rates. In
none of these cases were these coefficients statistically significant and implies that none
of the regulations neither adversely affected nor improved poor people’s voter
participation rates.
Table 7 provides interesting results. The American Center for Voting Rights provides
what appears to be the only comprehensive national list of voter fraud “hot spots.” Their
2005 report lists six major “hot spots”: Cuyahoga County, Ohio; St. Clair County,
Illinois; St. Louis County, Missouri; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; King County,
Washington; and Milwaukee County, Wisconsin. Again I started with specification (3) in
Table 2 but added in variables that interacted the voting regulations with a dummy
variable equaling 1 for these six counties. Table 6 reports just the coefficients from this
regression for these interactions and the voting regulations by themselves.
As shown earlier, ID requirements have no significant impact on voting participation
rates when all the counties for which they are imposed are examined. However, most
telling, non-photo IDs increased voting participation in the “hot spots,” supporting the
Ensuring Integrity hypothesis. Neither of the other theories can explain why requiring
IDs increase voter participation. The same also holds true for increasing the length of the
registration deadline: It, too, increases voter turnout despite making voting more
difficult. The results for pre-election day in-poll voting also imply that vote fraud is
occurring. In general, pre-election day in-poll voting is associated with reduced turnout,
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consistent with the Ensuring Integrity hypothesis. The fact that turnout increases in the
fraud “hot spots” when pre-election day in-polling is allowed implies that the “hot spots”
are exploiting this rule for vote fraud.
Finally, Table 8 provides some simple estimates for U.S. Senate primaries by party.22
The sample here was only a third of the size of the general election estimates. Overall,
Democratic primary turnout rates seem to be much more affected by voting regulations
than do Republican ones. However, the only results that are related to fraud involve
provisional ballots. Both specifications for the Democratic primary produce coefficients
that imply the Ensuring Integrity Hypothesis: despite the lower cost of voting from
provisional ballots, there is a statistically significant 4.4 percentage point drop in the
voting rate. For Republicans the coefficients are of the opposite sign and statistically
significant. Thus, the results do not allow us to disentangle the alternative hypotheses.
Conclusion
There is some evidence of vote fraud. Regulations meant to prevent fraud can actually
increase the voter participation rate. It is hard to see any evidence that voting regulations
differentially harm either minorities, the elderly, or the poor. While this study examines
a broad range of voting regulations, it is still too early to evaluate any possible impact of
mandatory photo IDs on U.S. elections. What can be said is that the non-photo ID
regulations that are already in place have not had the negative impacts that opponents
predicted.
One particularly valuable finding is that voting regulations have a different impact on
turnout in counties where fraud is alleged to be rampant. These results indicate that while
these voting regulations have little impact on turnout generally, certain regulations do
significantly impact turnout in these so-called “hot spots.”
Contrary to the claims that campaign finance regulations will encourage voter
participation by reducing the perception of political corruption, campaign finance
regulations reduced voter participation rates.
Following other recent work showing that campaign finance regulations entrench
incumbents, reduce the number of candidates running for office, and increase win
margins (all factors associated with less exciting campaigns), these results find that
campaign finance regulations usually reduce voter turnout.
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Table 1: Comparing the Average Voter Turnout Rate for States that have When Their Voting
Regulations are and are Not in Effect: Examining General Elections from 1996 to 2004

Photo ID (Substitutes
allowed)
Non-photo ID
Non-photo ID
(Assuming that Photo
ID rules are not in
effect during the years
that Non-photo IDs are
not in Effect)
Absentee Ballot with No
Excuse
Provisional Ballot
Pre-election day in poll
voting/in-person absentee
voting
Same day registration
Registration by mail
Vote by Mail

Average Voter
Turnout Rate During
Those Elections that
the Regulation is not
in Effect
55.31%

Average Voter
Turnout Rate During
Those Elections that
the Regulation is in
Effect
53.79%

Absolute t-test statistic
for whether these
Averages are Different
from Each Other

51.85%
51.92%

54.77%
54.77%

7.5818***
7.0487***

50.17%

54.53%

10.5333***

49.08%
50.14%

53.65%
47.89%

12.9118***
3.8565***

51.07%
50.74%
55.21%

59.89%
62.11%
61.32%

7.3496****
13.8353***
3.7454***

*** F-statistic statistically significant at the 1 percent level.
** F-statistic statistically significant at the 5 percent level.
* F-statistic statistically significant at the 10 percent level.

1.6154

Table 2: Explaining the Percent of the Voting Age Population that Voted in General Elections from
1996 to 2004 (The various control variables are listed below, though the results for the county and year
fixed effects are not reported. Ordinary least squares was used Absolute t-statistics are shown in
parentheses using clustering by state with robust standard errors.)
Endogenous Variables
Voting Rate
Control Variables
Photo ID (Substitutes
allowed)
Non-photo ID
Absentee Ballot with
No Excuse
Provisional Ballot
Pre-election day in poll
voting/in-person
absentee voting
Closed Primary
Vote by mail
Same day registration
Registration by mail
Registration Deadline in
Days
Number of Initiatives
Real Per Capita Income
State unemployment
rate
Margin in Presidential
Race in State
Margin in Gubernatorial
Race
Margin in Senate Race
Initiatives by Subject
Abortion
Administration of Gov
Alien Rights
Animal Rights
Bonds
Business Regulations
Campaign Finance
Civil Rights
Death Penalty
Drug policy
Education
Election Reform
Environmental
Gaming
Gun regulation
Health/medical
Housing
Initiatives and
Referendum Reform
Labor Reform

(1)

(2)

-0.012 (0.6)
-0.011(1.50)

-0.0011
(2.2)
-0.0005
(1.6)
-0.0001(1.0)

Ln(Voting Rate)

(3)

(4)

(5)

-0.0009
(0.1)
-0.010 (1.3)

0.0020 (0.2)
-0.0050 (0.6)

-0.0407
(0.9)
-0.039 (2.0)

-0.0195 (0.5)
-0.034 (1.62)

-0.0164 (0.4)
-0.0215 (1.0)

0.0015 (0.2)
0.0081 (1.4)

-0.0002 (0.0)
0.0076 (1.2)

0.0063 (0.4)
0.0139 (0.9)

-0.0003 (0.0)
0.0120 (0.7)

-0.0145 (1.7)
-0.0036 (0.5)
-0.0145 (0.4)
0.0221 (1.6)
0.0122 (0.5)

-0.0520 (2.8)
-0.0037 (0.2)
0.0107 (0.4)
-0.0004 (0.0)
-0.0333 (1.2)

-0.0453 (2.2)
0.0047 (0.2)
-0.0803 (0.9)
-0.0093 (0.2)
0.0143 (0.3)

-0.0005 (0.5)
-0.0054 (1.7)
-9.84E-09
(0.0)

-0.0006 (0.3)
-0.0022 (0.5)
-5.30E-06
(1.3)

-0.0013 (0.5)
-0.0195 (2.0)
-3.68E-06
(1.1)

-0.0067 (0.6)

0.0000 (0.0)

-0.0020 (1.6)

-0.0023 (1.5)

-0.0012 (1.3)
-0.0001 (0.2)

-0.0015 (1.4)
-0.0001 (0.3)

-0.0183
(2.4)
-0.005 (0.8)
0.0167 (1.7)
0.0244 (2.0)
-0.002 (0.1)
-0.0003
(0.3)
0.0002 (0.1)
-8.60E-07
(0.4)
-0.0010
(0.2)
-0.0010
(2.1)
-0.0004
(1.3)
-0.0001(0.8)

0.0003 (0.1)
-0.001 (1.8)
-0.0005 (1.7)
-0.0001 (0.7)

-0.0022
(1.6)
-0.0012
(1.2)
-0.0001(0.3)

(6)

0.0552 (1.7)
0.0090 (0.5)
-0.0088 (0.5)
0.0295 (2.6)
-0.0039 (0.1)
-0.1202 (3.3)
0.0205 (1.7)
-0.0031 (0.2)
(dropped)
0.0082 (0.3)
0.0244 (2.0)
0.0234 (1.9)
0.0090 (0.9)
-0.0045 (0.3)
-0.0465 (1.6)
-0.0035 (0.3)
(dropped)

0.1702 (2.3)
0.0433 (0.9)
0.0269 (0.7)
0.0922 (3.0)
0.0283 (0.3)
-0.2925 (3.1)
0.0559 (1.7)
-0.0120 (0.4)
(dropped)
0.0258 (0.6)
0.0589 (1.8)
0.0523 (1.3)
0.0315 (1.3)
0.0030 (0.1)
-0.0970 (1.2)
0.0250 (0.7)
(dropped)

-0.0018 (0.1)
0.1890 (2.6)

-0.0142 (0.4)
0.4700 (2.6)

Legal Reform
Taxes
Term Limits
Tort Reform
Utility Regulations
Veterans Affairs
% population 10 to 19
% population 20 to 29
% population 30 to 39
% population 40 to 49
% population 50 to 64
% population 65 to 99
% population Black
% population White
% population Hispanic
% population male
Adj R-squared
F-statistic
Number of Observations
Fixed County and Year
Effects

.8719
117.45
16028
Yes

0.3865 (1.6)
-0.0745
(0.4)
-0.2022
(0.6)
0.2875 (0.8)
0.2997 (1.3)
0.1799 (0.8)
-0.0057
(1.9)
-0.0027
(1.1)
-0.0081
(5.4)
-0.2717
(1.2)
.8828
260.55
14962
Yes

0.0094 (0.5)
0.0649 (2.2)
0.0475 (1.5)
0.0339 (1.6)
0.0115 (0.6)
0.0072 (0.7)
0.1826 (2.3)

1.0608 (1.9)

0.0502 (0.9)
0.1233 (1.8)
0.0563 (0.6)
0.1570 (2.5)
0.0287 (0.6)
0.0189 (0.8)
0.4018 (2.0)

-0.1375 (1.7)

-0.4571 (1.0)

-0.3354 (1.6)

-0.0409 (1.5)
-0.0098 (0.5)
0.5242 (2.5)
0.3475 (1.4)

-0.3992 (0.6)
0.9769 (1.4)
0.2354 (0.5)
0.4590 (1.1)

-0.0836 (1.3)
-0.0149 (0.3)
0.7475 (1.6)
0.7881 (1.7)

-0.0033 (1.1)

-0.0166 (2.2)

-0.0117 (1.5)

-0.0006 (0.2)

-0.0108 (1.7)

-0.0065 (1.0)

-0.0075 (5.4)

-0.0189 (6.1)

-0.0185 (6.0)

-0.5616 (1.2)
0.8118
164.02
14962
Yes

-0.7971 (1.8)
0.8189
7429623.34
14962
Yes

-0.3864 (1.7)
.8890
13852387
14962
Yes

0.7958
75.89
16028
Yes

Table 3: Including information on Campaign Finance Regulations Over General Elections from 1996 to
2002 (The regressions follow specifications (3) and (6) in Table 2 with the inclusion of the various
campaign finance regulations reported below. All the variables reported below are dummy variables for
whether the laws are in effect. A detailed discussion of these laws is provided in Lott (2006). The other
coefficients shown in specifications (3) and (6) are not reported. Absolute t-statistics are shown in
parentheses using clustering by state with robust standard errors.)
Voting Rate
Ln(Voting Rate)
Coefficient
Photo ID (Substitutes allowed)
Non-photo ID
Absentee Ballot with No Excuse
Provisional Ballot
Pre-election day in poll voting/inperson absentee voting
Closed Primary
Vote by mail
Same day registration
Registration by mail
Registration Deadline in Days
Limits on Individual Donations to
Gubernatorial Races
Limits on Corporate Donations to
Gubernatorial Races
Limits on Union Donations to
Gubernatorial Races
Limits on Individual Political Action
Committee Donations to Gubernatorial
Races
Limits on Corporate Political Action
Committee Donations to Gubernatorial
Races
Limits on Union Political Action
Committee Donations to Gubernatorial
Races
Limits on Individual Donations to
Political Parties
Limits on Corporate Donations to
Political Parties
Limits on Union Donations to Political
Parties
Campaign Expenditure Limits on
Gubernatorial Races
Adj R-squared
F-statistic
Number of Observations
Fixed County and Year Effects

Absolute tstatistic
0.41
0.2
0.02
0.99

Coefficient

-0.0112
-0.0051
-0.0510
0.0837
(dropped)
-0.0004

0.95
0.42
0.78
3.17

1.7
0.12
0.35
2.04

0.2

-0.0460
-0.0039
-0.0641
0.1539
(dropped)
-0.0024

0.0168

0.86

0.0443

0.81

-0.0409

2.96

-0.0778

2.23

-0.0191

1.84

-0.0396

1.48

0.0170
-0.0028
-0.0002
0.0084

(dropped)

0.0414
-0.0012
0.0107
0.0124

Absolute tstatistic
0.35
0.03
0.51
0.56

0.34

(dropped)

-0.0611

2.48

-0.1398

(dropped)

(dropped)

(dropped)

(dropped)

2.14

-0.0220

0.98

-0.1560

2.25

0.0558

4.56

0.1971

5.61

2.76

-0.1987

-0.0786
0.8803
180253.79
11630
Yes

2.35
0.8064
8040.31
11630
Yes

Table 4: Do the voting regulations impact different racial groups differently: Interacting racial
composition of the electorate with the different voting regulations using the specification in Table 2,
column 1 (Absolute t-statistics are shown in parentheses using clustering by state with robust standard
errors)
Percent of the Voting Age Population that is AfricanAmerican times the following regulations
Coefficient
Photo ID (Substitutes allowed)
Non-photo ID
Absentee Ballot with No Excuse
Provisional Ballot
Pre-election day in poll voting/in-person absentee voting
Closed Primary
Vote by mail
Same day registration
Registration by mail
Registration Deadline in Days
Percent of the Voting Age Population that is Hispanic times
the following regulations
Photo ID (Substitutes allowed)
Non-photo ID
Absentee Ballot with No Excuse
Provisional Ballot
Pre-election day in poll voting
Closed Primary
Vote by mail
Same day registration
Registration by mail
Registration Deadline in Days
Percent of the Voting Age Population that is White times the
following regulations
Photo ID (Substitutes allowed)
Non-photo ID
Absentee Ballot with No Excuse
Provisional Ballot
Pre-election day in poll voting
Closed Primary
Vote by mail
Same day registration
Registration by mail
Registration Deadline in Days

t-statistics
0.0010
-0.0002
0.0009
0.0009
-0.0008
0.0001
0.0077
0.0024
-0.0003
-0.0001

1.22
0.93
1.74
1.46
1.16
0.21
5
1.74
0.24
0.99

-0.0014
0.0007
-0.0015
0.0000
0.0003
0.0001
-0.0020
-0.0034
0.0001
-0.0097

0.99
0.63
1.3
0.04
0.29
0.14
2.56
1.35
0.87
1.43

0.0000
-0.0001
0.0000
0.0000
-0.0001
-0.0001
0.0011
0.0003
0.0005
0.0000

0.2
0.43
0.02
0.08
0.83
1.3
2.3
1.54
1.59
0.09

Table 5: Comparing the Differential Impact of the Shares of the Population that are Black, Hispanic
and White and Voting Regulations: Interacting the Population Shares of Different Racial Groups
and Voting Regulations (absolute t-statistics are shown in parentheses using clustering by state with
robust standard errors)
Differences between
interacting the percent of
the voting age population
that is African-American
and separately the percent
of the voting age
population that is white
with the different voting
regulations
Coefficient F-statistic for
for
difference in
Africancoefficients
Americans for African– the
Americans
coefficient and whites
for whites
Photo ID
(Substitutes
allowed)
Non-photo IDs
Absentee Ballot
with No Excuse
Provisional
Ballot
Pre-election day
in poll voting/inperson absentee
voting
Closed Primary
Vote by mail
Same day
registration
Registration by
mail
Registration
Deadline in Days

Differences between interacting
the percent of the voting age
population that is Hispanic and
separately the percent of the
voting age population that is
white with the different voting
regulations

Differences between interacting
the percent of the voting age
population that is AfricanAmerican and separately the
percent of the voting age
population that is Hispanic with
the different voting regulations

Coefficient
for Hispanics
– the
coefficient for
whites

Coefficient
for AfricanAmericans –
the
coefficient
for Hispanics

F-statistic for
difference in
coefficients
for Hispanics
and whites

F-statistic for
difference in
coefficients for
AfricanAmericans and
Hispanics

0.0010
-0.0002

1.47
0.51

-0.0014
0.0007

0.77
0.43

0.0024
-0.0009

2.25
0.63

0.0009

2.48

-0.0015

1.51

0.0023

3.73*

0.0009

1.91

0.00005741

0

0.0009

0.38

-0.0007
0.0002
0.0066

1.03
0.28
20.75***

0.0003
0.0003
-0.0031

0.14
0.08
12.17***

-0.0010
-0.0001
0.0098

0.76
0
34.06***

0.0021

2.41

-0.0037

2.06

0.0059

2.77

-0.0008

0.43

-0.0004

2.16

-0.0004

1.91

-0.00006

0.9

-0.0097

0.74

0.0097

1.54

*** F-statistic statistically significant at the 1 percent level.
** F-statistic statistically significant at the 5 percent level.
* F-statistic statistically significant at the 10 percent level.

Table 6: Comparing the Differential Impact of the Shares of the Population by Age and Voting
Regulations: Interacting the Population Shares of Different Racial Groups and Voting Regulations
(absolute t-statistics are shown in parentheses using clustering by state with robust standard errors)
Type of Voting
Regulation
Photo ID (Substitutes
allowed)

Non-photo ID
Required

Absentee Ballot with
No Excuse

Provisional Ballot

Pre-election day inpoll voting

Closed Primary

Vote by mail

Same day registration

Registration by mail

Percent of the
Population

Coefficient

Absolute tstatistic

F-test comparing the coefficient
for the 65 to 99 year old group
with the other age groups

20 to 29 Years of Age
30 to 39 Years of Age
40 to 49 Years of Age
50 to 64 Years of Age
65 to 99 of Age

-0.162
0.417
0.123
-0.189
-0.032

0.79
0.81
0.23
0.51
0.15

0.37
0.78
0.08
0.08

20 to 29 Years of Age
30 to 39 Years of Age
40 to 49 Years of Age
50 to 64 Years of Age
65 to 99 of Age

-0.074
-0.334
0.987
-0.672
0.015

0.46
1.21
1.53
1.88
0.12

0.26
1.35
2.13
2.86*

20 to 29 Years of Age
30 to 39 Years of Age
40 to 49 Years of Age
50 to 64 Years of Age
65 to 99 of Age
20 to 29 Years of Age
30 to 39 Years of Age
40 to 49 Years of Age
50 to 64 Years of Age
65 to 99 of Age

0.112
-0.011
0.211
-0.631
0.377
0.105
0.162
-0.639
0.657
-0.314

0.86
0.04
0.5
1.86
2.6
0.85
0.42
1.55
2.11
1.69

2.27
1.22
0.17
5.07**

20 to 29 Years of Age
30 to 39 Years of Age
40 to 49 Years of Age
50 to 64 Years of Age
65 to 99 of Age
20 to 29 Years of Age
30 to 39 Years of Age
40 to 49 Years of Age
50 to 64 Years of Age
65 to 99 of Age
20 to 29 Years of Age
30 to 39 Years of Age
40 to 49 Years of Age
50 to 64 Years of Age
65 to 99 of Age
20 to 29 Years of Age
30 to 39 Years of Age
40 to 49 Years of Age
50 to 64 Years of Age
65 to 99 of Age
20 to 29 Years of Age
30 to 39 Years of Age
40 to 49 Years of Age
50 to 64 Years of Age
65 to 99 of Age

-0.007
-0.318
-0.130
0.625
-0.324
-0.148
-0.049
0.453
(dropped)
-0.258
-0.069
0.057
0.879
-0.682
0.417
-0.083
-1.086
0.254
0.227
1.188
-0.234
0.266
0.038
-0.013
0.157

0.08
0.83
0.28
1.95
1.89
0.66
0.09
0.95

1.99
0.00
0.13
4.54**

1.51
0.21
0.12
1.24
0.74
0.56
0.16
1.66
0.34
0.24
1.31
0.99
0.49
0.05
0.02
0.51

2.50
2.69
0.44
4.28**

0.20
0.15
1.62

0.34
0.28
0.31
0.47
1.16
2.70
0.49
0.82
0.72
0.04
0.03
0.04

Registration Deadline
in Days

20 to 29 Years of Age
30 to 39 Years of Age
40 to 49 Years of Age
50 to 64 Years of Age
65 to 99 of Age

0.002
-0.002
-0.007
0.001
0.002

*** F-statistic statistically significant at the 1 percent level.
** F-statistic statistically significant at the 5 percent level.
* F-statistic statistically significant at the 10 percent level.

0.16
0.14
0.32
0.08
0.16

0.00
0.06
0.16
0.00

Table 7: Examining Whether the Six “Hot Spots ” Counties Identified by the American Center for
Voting Rights as Having the Most Fraud: Interacting the Voting Regulations that can affect fraud with
the six “Hot Spots ” Using Specification 3 in Table 2 as the base (The six “hot spots ” are Cuyahoga
County, Ohio; St. Clair County, Illinois; St. Louis County, Missouri; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; King
County, Washington; and Milwaukee County, Wisconsin. Absolute t-statistics are shown in
parentheses using clustering by state with robust standard errors.)
Impact of Voting Regulations in Impact of Voting Regulations
“ Hot Spots ”
for All Counties
Voting Regulations that can Effect
Coefficient
Absolute t-statistic Coefficient
Absolute t-statistic
Fraud
Photo ID (Substitutes allowed)
Dropped
Non-photo ID Required
Absentee Ballot with No Excuse
Provisional Ballot
Pre-election day in poll voting/inperson absentee voting
Closed Primary
Vote by mail
Same day registration
Registration by mail
Registration Deadline in Days

0.031
0.003
0.006

1.95*
0.2
0.4

0.033

2.26**
Dropped

-0.005

0.28
Dropped

0.022

2.03**

Adj R-squared
F-statistic
Number of Observations
Fixed County and Year Effects

*** F-statistic statistically significant at the 1 percent level.
** F-statistic statistically significant at the 5 percent level.
* F-statistic statistically significant at the 10 percent level.

0.002
-0.005
0.0002
0.008

0.17
0.61
0.03
1.14

-0.014
-0.004
-0.014
0.022
0.012
-0.001

1.73*
0.46
0.39
1.57
0.52
0.54

0.8890
120907.07
14962
Yes

Table 8: Estimating the Impact of Voting Regulations on Voter Turnout in US Senate Primaries from
1996 to July 15, 2006 (Using specifications 2 and 4 in Table 2. Absolute t-statisics are reported.)
Vote Difference in Vote Difference in
ln(Vote Difference ln(Vote Difference
Democratic Senate Republican Senate
in Democratic
in Republican
Primaries
Primaries
Senate Primaries)
Senate Primaries)
coefficient

Photo ID
(Substitutes
allowed)
Non-photo
ID Required
Absentee
Ballot with
No Excuse
Provisional
Ballot
Pre-election
day in poll
voting
Closed
Primary
Vote by mail
Same day
registration
Registration
by mail
Registration
Deadline in
Days
Adj R2
F-statistics
Number of
Observations

tstatistic

coefficient

t-statistic

coefficient

tstatistic

coefficient

t-statistic

-0.007

0.13

-0.037

0.42

-0.125

0.37

0.639

0.71

-0.022

0.73

-0.038

1.6

-0.298

1.06

-0.638

2.22

-0.027

1.59

-0.017

0.59

-0.330

1.89

-0.052

0.14

-0.044

2.69

0.014

0.54

-0.265

1.78

0.467

1.87

0.000

0.01

-0.017

0.77

-0.139

0.65

-0.074

0.23

-0.093
0.006

2.05
0.19

-0.013
-0.009

0.51
0.23

-0.631
0.274

2.32
1.49

-0.213
0.137

0.72
0.34

(dropped)
-0.005

(dropped)
0.1

0.001
0.61
0.8070
550.84
4807

-0.102

(dropped)
3.33

0.003
0.72
0.8172
542.38
4517

0.157

(dropped)
0.57

0.013
0.91
0.8357
155.62
4803

-0.929

2.18

-0.028
0.82
0.8349
1221.33
4508

Data Appendix
Variable
Voter Turnout Rate
Margin in Presidential Race in State
Margin in Gubernatorial Race
Margin in Senate Race
Photo ID (Substitutes allowed)
Non-photo ID
Absentee Ballot with No Excuse
Provisional Ballot
Pre-election day in poll voting/in-person absentee voting
Closed Primary
Vote by mail
Same day registration
Registration by mail
Registration Deadline in Days
Number of Initiatives
Real Per Capita Income
State unemployment rate
State poverty rate
Types of Initiatives
Abortion
Administration of Gov
Alien Rights
Animal Rights
Bonds
Business Regulations
Campaign Finance
Civil Rights
Death Penalty
Drug policy
Education
Election Reform
Environmental
Gaming
Gun regulation
Health/medical
Initiatives and Referendum Reform
Judicial Reform
Labor Reform
Legal Reform
Taxes
Term Limits
Tort Reform
Transportation
Utility Regulations
Veterans Affairs
Demographics
% population 10 to 19
% population 20 to 29
% population 30 to 39
% population 40 to 49

Number of
Mean
Observations

Standard
Deviation

17428
17428
17428
17428
16028
16028
15782
15689
17428
15660
16028
16028
16028
16028
17428
16937
17428
17270

0.5000424
6.461738
6.400746
12.88982
0.0505366
0.4842151
0.3056647
0.7011919
0.4666628
0.3690294
0.0067382
0.0560893
0.9332418
24.0544
0.9427932
13311
4.756009
12.63536

0.1353909
9.33715
11.24475
17.49234
0.2190562
0.4997664
0.460703
0.4577501
0.4989017
0.4825573
0.0818121
0.2301014
0.2496105
7.722113
2.186753
3453.604
1.139538
3.50314

17428
17428
17428
17428
17428
17428
17428
17428
17428
17428
17428
17428
17428
17428
17428
17428
17428
17428
17428
17428
17428
17428
17428
17428
17428
17428

0.0093528
0.0299518
0.0008607
0.0617397
0.003328
0.0063691
0.0383291
0.0442392
0.003328
0.0404521
0.0461327
0.0262796
0.0591577
0.0652972
0.0055658
0.0527312
0.0184186
0.0020656
0.0379275
0.0245582
0.0743631
0.0576658
0.0071724
0.0038444
0.007115
0.0030411

0.0962591
0.1704593
0.0293256
0.2406891
0.0575942
0.0795541
0.1919951
0.2056319
0.0575942
0.1970228
0.2097784
0.15997
0.2359263
0.2470567
0.0743982
0.2235028
0.1344635
0.0454037
0.1910264
0.1547787
0.2623684
0.2331171
0.084388
0.0618856
0.0840522
0.0550637

17345
17345
17345
17345

0.1489322
0.1213164
0.1388913
0.1492473

0.0197387
0.0341395
0.0212235
0.0173433

% population 50 to 64
% population 65 to 99
% population Black
% population White
% population Hispanic
% population male
Total population by county
Campaign Finance Regulations
Limits on Individual Donations to Gubernatorial Races
Limits on Corporate Donations to Gubernatorial Races
Limits on Union Donations to Gubernatorial Races
Limits on Individual Political Action Committee Donations
to Gubernatorial Races
Limits on Corporate Political Action Committee Donations
to Gubernatorial Races
Limits on Union Political Action Committee Donations to
Gubernatorial Races
Limits on Individual Donations to Political Parties
Limits on Corporate Donations to Political Parties
Limits on Union Donations to Political Parties
Campaign Expenditure Limits on Gubernatorial Races

17345
17345
17333
17333
17345
17345
58148

0.1597476
0.1471236
8.036701
78.76029
4.681539
0.4254129
93918

0.0253207
0.0407621
12.63859
13.17825
9.453796
0.0315461
29443

13545
13545
13545

0.5963824
1.724695
1.301292

0.4906406
1.251119
1.128532

13545

0.560945

0.4962901

13545

0.5663344

0.4955985

13545
13902
13902
13902
13902

0.5663344
0.2593871
0.2376636
0.2517623
0.0845921

0.4955985
0.4383141
0.4256673
0.434041
0.2782838

